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Swedish multi-musician and art director David Andréas makes climate activist pop music
under Climate X-Press. 
It’s music on a mission for zero emission. In hope to inspire to make the climate transition into a party where everyone is invited. Let’s set differences aside and fight for future. 

A merge between Prince Linn Drum pop funk, a dash of Daft Punk and slick power pop and even some 90’s vibe rap makes the recipe for the soundtrack for a new green deal. 

Debut single ”Climate X-Press” (2019) was blessed by UN Climate Secretariat and marked the beginning of a new musical odyssey. David sampled Fiji’s own Greta Thunberg; the 8-year Fuji born Timochi Nalusala who held a remarkable speech at COP24 in Bonn.

David has released a 13 track debut album ”HOPE 2030” and singles throughout 2019-2020 accompanied by activist music videos where David act as different characters (Parking Warden, Santa Claus, Rambo, Broker). all nudging towards a more sustainable lifestyle, all in their own special way. 

DOUBLE SINGLE RELEASE

The double single release 25 november are both on the theme; environment crisis and economics.

The energetic single ”Eco Eco System” features ”activism economist Ann Pettifor, 73 who has been involved writing the Green New Deal foundation and focuses her work on how to transform the financial sector become compatible with a sustainable system. 

The second single touches on slowing down consumption this Christmas, giving away a sustainable future and some unconditional love. 

MUSIC FOR FUTURE - EVERY FRIDAY

Climate X-Press regulary releases a pop song every Friday as a ongoing musical activism and comments on current climate changes issues. To be found on social medias and Soundcloud. 

GET ONBOARD THE CLIMATE X-PRESS 2021

Further more Climate X-Press will release a full album planned to be released early spring 2021 with your Swedish up and coming guest artist. All who are to grow up the the mess the generation before left them. The album is released in favor of Greenpeace Sweden. 

MORE INFO

Visit climatexpress.se for more information and feel free to contact and use images. 
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